
Release Notes for Public PTF (2010-02-08)

1. Origin Product/Version

OXHE v6.12.0 Rev 7

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OXHE v6.12.0 Rev 13 (built 2010-02-08)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

14846   deletecontext call via soap sends "reconnect to rmi service" failed error
Removed one throw line. Implemented a second call to the rmi method 
after the reconnect call.
No potential side effects.

15108   Mail folder are deleted after folder has been moved
Equal named folder will not be removed when moving some folder.
No potential side effects.

14533   Replying to HTML-mails with default mail settings doubles original mail
Fix removes duplicated quoted text when replying to a mail.
No potential side effects.

15128   Trying to display a special mail whole the mail module is disabled
The email is broken because it uses the same boundary for the nested 
mime multiparts. Therefore parsing is very complex because mime 
multiparts can not be directly distinguished. The fix tries to its best to 
parse the broken structure.
No potential side effects.

15269   mail view produces bufferoverflow
Decoding of some encoded text fails because the allocated buffer for this 
is too short. The buffers size is estimated which may have caused this 
issue. This can be finally determined if the input to decode is known and 
can be verified to be to big for the buffer. The fix catches this problem 
and logs the input to decode to be able to make this final verification. 
Additionally a bigger buffer is allocated and the decoding is tried again. 
It may work now or it may still fail but then we can investigate why it 
fails. Possible side effects: Still failing decode but the input is logged 
then.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none - 

Changes of database schemes

- none - 

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none -

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none - 

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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